Businesses are expected to uniformly uphold the high levels of advanced economic ethical standards across their entire global supply chain. Globalization significantly increases supply chain complexity and creates multiple opportunities to introduce risks into your supply chain. Even the most innocuous products can test the integrity of your supply chain. As such, businesses need to ensure their supply chain management practices are up-to-date with the latest ethics and governance requirements, and that they can support the management of the entire global supply chain.

**FOUNTAIN**

- Raw Materials: Companies need to ensure the quality and integrity of their raw materials. For instance, it is crucial to monitor the sourcing of raw materials to prevent unethical practices such as child labor or forced labor.
- Agents: The selection and management of agents is critical to ensuring a transparent and ethical supply chain. Companies need to establish clear guidelines and expectations for their agents to follow.
- Reputations: Building and maintaining a good reputation is essential for businesses. It is important to monitor and manage any issues that could negatively impact the company’s reputation.
- Utilities: Utilities play a significant role in the supply chain. Companies need to ensure that their utilities are operating ethically and sustainably.

**GLOBALIZATION**

- Globalization increases the complexity of the supply chain and creates multiple opportunities for global supply chain risks. As a result, businesses need to implement effective risk management strategies to ensure the sustainability and integrity of their supply chains.

**IMPROVE**

- Improve global supply chain visibility by connecting your organization’s data with structured risk intelligence. Improve global supply chain visibility by connecting your organization’s data with structured risk intelligence. Improve global supply chain visibility by connecting your organization’s data with structured risk intelligence. Improve global supply chain visibility by connecting your organization’s data with structured risk intelligence.

**PAYOFFS**
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**PRIORITIZE**

- Prioritize the integrity of your global supply chain and protect your bottom line. Prioritize the integrity of your global supply chain and protect your bottom line. Prioritize the integrity of your global supply chain and protect your bottom line. Prioritize the integrity of your global supply chain and protect your bottom line.